ATTENTION!

DO NOT PROCEED WITHOUT READING THIS

Pre -Filter replacement procedure:
(For internal Chanson ionizer filter please see owners manual or website)

1. Turn the water supply valve off.
2. Turn on ionizer or faucet to release cold water pressure from ionizer or filter, let water run out for a few seconds; it will stop on its own.
3. Use the canister wrench to open all canisters, if possible remove filter housing from under-cabinet and place in sink.
4. Remove and discard filters.
5. Rinse all empty canisters out with hot water, it is a good idea to also use some distilled white vinegar to remove any hard water buildup inside canisters- rinse with plain warm water.
6. Remove plastic wrap/covering from filters
7. Insert filters into canister, for Chanson brand filters, twist clockwise until hand tight- do not over-tighten. For H3 filters, insert filter into canister, make sure rubber O ring is on top.
8. Screw housing or canister to main body, screw hand tight only.
9. Use filter wrench to turn housing/canister ½ turn more.
10. If the tube on the “outlet” side of the filter connects directly to the ionizer please disconnect this tube before proceeding. If the tube on the “outlet” side of filter goes direct to cold water main faucet nothing needs to be disconnected.
11. If tube on “outlet” side of filter connects direct to cold water main faucet then open main faucet (cold only) and flush filter for 5 minutes. Turn water off and let stand for 10 minutes. Flush filter for 10 more minutes. Follow the same procedure if water is flushing from the disconnected tube, you will need to hold the tube in the sink or it may fly out due to pressure.

Bottom line is we do not want “un-flushed” filters sending sediments into the ionizer. Make sure this procedure is followed before sending water into the ionizer- damages can occur and warranty can become voided otherwise.

Please be sure to send us an email telling us how you like the chanson water, your name can then be entered to win a free filter. Send to info@chansonwater.com

Thank you for choosing Chanson Water.